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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11
SAM NUNN ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER
61 FORSYTH STREET. SW. SUITE 23TBS

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-8931

0&ober 4, 2C07

MEMORANDUM TO: Luis A, Reyes

Executive Director for Operations

THRU: Federal Employees Pay Comparability Act.Panel

James F. McDermott, Director
Office of Human Resources

FROM: William D. Travers \\,M ~ ~ 7
Regional Administrator

SUBJECT: REQUEST TO USE GROUP RETENTION INCENTIVE PAY
AUTHORITY

Enclosed-is a request for approval to use the group retention incentive pay authority for
eligible Resident Inspectors and Senior Resident Inspector assigned to the Turkey Point
site in Region If. We request that the retention incentive be 10% of basic pay to be paid
each pay period beginning as soon as possible and continuing indefinitely, subject to
annual review as provided by Handbook 10.47(C)(3)b.

We have reviewed the criteria outlined in Management Directive and Handbook 10.47
and have enclosed a narrative justification that addresses both the criteria to be met in
making the initial determination to use the pay authority and the criteria for determining
the amount of the payment.

If. There / are _ are not sufficient funds to pay for the request.

Date i Ja s Fe.dermotirector
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IlL The Office of:Human Resources has reviewed this request apd finds that it meets the
required criteria. We have reviewed the requst, and we _,do _ do 'not agree that it
fully meets the criteria for paymenL We V/ do_-_ do not agree with the amount .
recommended. We recommend an alternate payment amourjtof_ based on the
attached evaluation. We recommend that this request be V approved

disapproved with any change.noted.

Justification for this recommendation is. en9W ed.

Date -air, Federal Employees Pay ComparabIlity Act (FEPCA)
Senior Management Review Panel

IV. I have reviewed the request to use the above authority and X approve disapprove
the request for the amount requested.

Date R-• ... ves

Enclosure: As stated
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JUSTIFICATION
GROUP RETENTION INCENTIVE REQUEST FOR

ELIGIBLE RESIDENT INSPECTORS AND SENIOR RESIDENT INSPECTOR
ASSIGNED TO THE TURKEY POINT SITE

The continued employment of high quality resident inspectors (Ris) and senior resident
inspectors (SRIs) at all resident sites is critical to the successful accomplishment of the
agency's mission. Rts/SRIs possess unusually high qualifications and competencies, and the
NRC has a special need to retain these employees' services. The RI/SRl presence at each
assigned site is essential in that they contribute key knowledge of conditions at licensed
faclities, provide one of NRC's primary mechanisms for independently verifying licensee
performance, and serve as key players in NRC's incident response capability. The importance
of Ris!SRIs in accomplishing the NRC's mission has been recognized by the establishment of
compensation and relocation incentive programs unique to this group of employees.

Previous departures of a number of resident inspectors from the Turkey Point site have
seriously hampered the agency's ability to monitor these licensees and respond to incidents,
and the labor market would not supply replacements able to perform the full range of duties
without substantive training or disruption of services. In view of cost of living considerations in
combination with the anticipated increase in labor market competition for employees with in-
depth nuclear power inspection and oversight experience, the region believes that there is a
high probability that we will continue to have problems filling or recruiting residents stationed at
the Turkey Point site. We also believe that those who are currently assigned there may be likely
to leave federal service in the absence of a retention incentive.

In accordance with federal guidelines on retention incentives, the regions have previously
focused their request on RI/SRI positions at two other sites (Indian Point and Diablo Canyon)
where conditions create the greatest risk that incumbents will leave the federal service (see
memo signed by Mr. McDermott dated June 30, 2007.) Region If believes that there continues
to be an especially high risk that the 'resident inspectors will leave federal employment from
Turkey Point because they are located in areas with an unusually high cost of living. The
locality pay established for the locations is insufficient to offset the high cost of living, the region
continues to have unusual difficulty recruiting for this site and retaining staff even with relocation
incentives, and the residents assigned to Turkey Point have consistently described hardship in
living in the areas. Resident inspectors are, of course, expected to live in the vicinity of the site
so that they are able to respond expeditiously to incidents or other unexpected needs.

Although Turkey Point recently was approved for an increase in locality pay which continues to
be higher than the Rest of U.S. (RUS), locality pay determinations :rely entirely on salary
surveys (as contrasted with broader cost of living data) and are typically limited by budget
considerations. As a result, the cost of living (COL) indexes for the Turkey Point area outpace
locality pay. For example, the COL index for the Miami area grew -from 108.8 in 2004 to 130 in
2007 on a scale where 1:00 represents the average cost of living. The sharp increase probably
resulted from post-Katrina increases in insurance, property tax and the cost of building homes to
more stringent codes. Over the same period, locality pay for Miami increased only from 15.54%
in 2004 to 18.3% in early 2007.

The region experiences exceptional difficulty recruiting and retaining staff at the Turkey Point
site for which the retention incentive is requested. For example, a recent Turkey Point vacancy

Enclosure
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attracted three qualified staff members, two of whom dropped out of consideration because of
the cost of living. The Region eventually persuaded the remaining candidate, who had family in
the Miami area, to accept the position. Compared to our recruitment experience at the majority
of other Rui sites, Turkey Point has fewer acceptable candidates who apply for the resident
position, and the experience level of the candidates is generally less. The last two times the
Turkey Point resident inspector position was vacant there was a period of several months where
temporary rotations provided site coverage until a suitable candidate was identified and
persuaded to accept the position.

In each case, candidates who drop out of consideration consistently mention cost of living as an
issue.. Similarly, residents assigned to the site express concern to managers about the
hardships associated with living in areas where housing and other costs are so high. Many
have applied for and accepted other positions before the expiration of their tour, citing cost of
living as the primary reason for pursuing other opportunities. While losses so far have primarily
:been to other NRC positions, the education, experience and skills of inspectors are also sought
by private industry, and it is reasonable to expect that there is a high risk that a significant
number of employees assigned to the site are likely to leave federal service.

The anticipated -expansion of the nuclear industry coupled with increasing numbers of
retirement-eligible NRC and industry employees is likely to result in much more intense market
competition for resident inspectors' experience and expertise in nuclear reactors. In view of
their concerns about compensation and the cost of living, there is an especially high risk that
resident inspectors at the Turkey Point site will leave federal service for potentially higher paying
jobs in private industry.

The region has considered other compensation and retention alternatives, but believes that a
retention incentive will be most effective in retaining inspectors at Turkey Point because it will
provide additional compensation on a ular basis that will help offset reidents' concerns
about living cos~t~s.Ir W I euabssta

The region recommends that a group incentive be:

* ftbfished, n 'the, amouint of I0 Aoof basic pay (resirden insp6dto pusloca~lty, py) to be:,
op•:i1riapay pPenod basis, The maximum for a group retention incentive is*40%; the

region believes that the full amount is warranted and that a smaller percentage would be
ineffective ýin retaining employees. Payment on a continuing rather than delayed basis
will be most effective in enabling RistSIRIs to afford living expenses in their areas.

Paid to resident inspectors and senior resident inspectors who are eligible while they are
T V"6q Geeal, they will be e~ligblb if performing 41 a Fully

SuccesafuVevelor~hlfher after compiflting any service agreemen~t based on a relocation

* Gntiue irdefrite~~ ubJot o nnialreview povide W .by Handbook l10.47(0)(3)b.

A retention allowance of 10% of base pay may be sufficient inducement to convince inspectors
at this site to remain with the agency, both because the additional -compensation will help offset
the high cost of living and because the implementation of the incentive will emphasize to the
employees their value to the agency.

TOTAL P.04


